
Your
Wellness
Retreat
A week focused on
your wellbeing
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Your hosts
Diamond Retreats

Stephanie Newton
Hypnotherapist and

Wellness Practitioner

Morven Law
Yoga Teacher

I'm Stephanie and it is my passion to help you to achieve the positive
mindset you deserve. I do this by allowing you to access your
subconscious mind through the deep hypnotic relaxation.  As I talk
your mind down into a wonderfully relaxed state of hypnosis, you will
embed NLP mind management techniques so that you can take
powerful steps towards becoming the best version of you.

Throughout the weekend, I will be introducing you to new experiences
where you can access and gain insight into your subconscious mind
like never before.  Teamed up with yoga, this retreat offers a unique
experience where your mind and body will feel like it's floating with
happiness and tranquillity!

My name is Morven & I became a yoga teacher 3 years ago, because I
found the practice of yoga to be such a healing and empowering
force in my life. I knew I needed to share what I had discovered, with
others!

There are so many benefits to yoga, not only does it increase your
flexibility and range of movement, it also helps to keep your internal
organs healthy, helps to boost your immunity, relaxes the system,
regulates hormones, helps to reduce stress and generally makes you
feel happier!

While we work on the physical body and the the postures, we are also
altering the mindset through breath techniques called pranyama.

Yoga means union, the yoking of the mind, the body, the breath and
the spirit.

It’s a very powerful healing tool! I also practice Reiki which is a gentle
non-invasive energy healing modality, that creates deep relaxation,
relieves tension and discomfort and balances the mind, the body &
the spirit.

I am very much looking forward to sharing all the wonderful things I
have discovered along my yoga journey, with you, hopefully helping
you to create or deepen your yoga practice. Namaste! 

Hello and Welcome to Your Diamond Retreat!



What are the
benefits of a

wellness retreat
with our package?

Diamond Reatreats

deep relaxation for the body and mind combining daily outdoor / indoor yoga and
hypnotherapy
clearing your mind so that you can gain access to the present moment
gaining a better understanding of how your subconscious mind works and how you can work
with it to achieve a positive mindset
Stephanie will be hosting workshops if you would like to learn more about other holistic
therapies such as Emotional Freedom Technique and Havening  
You can opt to do group yoga during the day hosted by Morven
An Indian themed evening where you will learn about the history of Hypnosis and Yoga as
well as enjoy a wonderful Indian meal (or alternative)
Go on long walks to enjoy the beautiful countryside in the heart of the Yorkshire Dales
If you do have a bit of work to do, there is a peaceful work space with beautiful views where
you can make yourself comfortable
Connection with others in a relaxed, harmonious way
Morven and Stephanie will be available throughout the day if you wish to work one to one 
 on a deeper level of therapy or yoga.  This will be an optional extra

Here at Diamond Retreats we want our clients to enjoy a truly
unique experience...



High Trenhouse is especially designed for corporate retreats or for any large group
of people.  Hosting up to 26 people there are single, double and twin rooms each
with their own ensuite with the exception of a small few.  Set in a quiet, picturesque
environment, it is the perfect place to experience wellness and relaxation.  

Upon visiting this place it was clear that High Trenhouse were welcoming and
hospitable. The accommodation is fully catered meaning that you can relax and just
enjoy your surroundings and focus on your well being.  There are picnic tables
outside and the gardens are beautiful with ideal space for outdoor yoga if the
weather is nice.  Otherwise there are large function rooms available.

All meals and refreshments are included (apart from bar bills). Packed lunches can be
provided if you go out for the day.

YOUR ACCOMODATION
Excellent Facilities

 

Wireless broadband internet access (WIFI) is
available free of charge throughout. All
bedrooms have telephones with direct dial
out facilities. Please note that incoming calls
cannot be received outside office hours
(8.30am-5.30pm) except in an emergency. 



 Your
itinerary

Friday 9th July
4pm -Meet & Greet 

5pm- Restorative Flow - Earth Element - Grounding Practice
7pm - Dinner

8.30 - Introduction to Hypnotherapy and an experience
9.30 - Bar/chat
10.30pm - Bed

 
Sat 10th July 

7.30 -Morning Meditation
8am - Slow Flow Sunrise Yoga

9.30 - Breakfast
10.30 - Hypnotherapy to release negative energy

 
12.00 - Lunch/Sandwiches/Picnic

Afternoon Walk round the Tarn/Free Time
 

3pm - Tea/Cake
5pm - New Moon Yin Yoga with Nidra

 
7pm - Dinner

8.30 - Havening positivity 
 

Sunday 11th July 
7.30 - Morning Meditation

8.00 - Slow Flow - Water Element
9.30 - Breakfast

10.30 - Hypnotherapy for confidence
 

Lunch/activity such as yoga, reiki or EFT workshop/trip
 

5pm - Yin Yoga - Fire Element - with Yoga Nidra
 

7pm - Dinner
8.30 - Hypnotherapy Past Life Regression

 
Monday 12th July
7.30 - Meditation

8am - Slow Flow Sunrise Yoga
9.30 - Breakfast

 
10.30am Hypnotherapy Embracing a positive future

 
Light lunch

 
Yoga - not decided Yin/Restorative & theme to finish

 
 

Finish 4pm

 

A guide
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In preparation for your trip, please bring the following essentials:

Yoga essentials:
Your own personal yoga mat

Yoga bolster
Yoga blocks
Yoga Strap

Blanket

Alternatives to some of the above include:
Cushion wrapped in a towel instead of a bolster

Books instead of blocks
A dressing gown belt instead of a strap

Walking essentials:

Backpack
Walking boots
Walking trousers
Warm clothes as the location is at a higher altitude than
usual



 
Find out more about the accommodation:

 
www.high-trenhouse.co.uk

 
Find out more about the hypnotherapy, Havening and

EFT services offered on the retreat:
 

www.diamondhypnotherapy.co.uk
 
 

 
 

Useful Links



Your Guide to Yoga
By Morven Law

Slow Flow

is my most active

class, similar to a

Vinyasa flow, but we

hold the postures for

longer, around 5

breaths. Each class

starts with a

generous opportunity

to slowly arrive into

practice & to

mobilise before we

start flowing, we

then move to the

floor & hold the

postures for longer

still, maybe 10

breaths, using the 3

Tatvas philosophy. 

Restorative 

 Ideal for those who

aren’t quite ready to

settle into the

stillness of a Yin

practice and need

an element of flow

threading through it.  

Cleanses and then

tonifies the body

through slow

movement before we

make our way into

the longer held

postures, where we

will hold them for up

to 3 minutes. Always

ending with a

generous Savasana

 

Yin

Postures are static,

with holds for 3-5

mins. Muscles are

encouraged to relax,

as we work DEEP

into the connective

tissue. Careful

guidance of an

appropriate edge is

paramount, it really

is an art form. Using

the breath like

waves, riding the

ocean of sensations.

We practice,

watching the mind

and the body

throughout each

posture.

 

All my classes are designed to open up the body and the mind. To bring the yogi
practitioner, to a place of harmony and healing, using breath and movement & in some
cases affirmations. I feel that we absolutely must move and bend and flex our bodies to
keep it healthy, but we mostly take the harder faster stronger approach. I want my
classes to offer the opposite of that, giving the opportunity to recognise what the body
truly needs, rather than what we think we might want!  



Optional
Extras

Package of 3
15% off total cost
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Personal Yoga session - 1 hour
£60

Advanced Clinical Hypnotherapy,
EFT or Havening - 1 hour 
£95

Reiki - 45 minutes
£40

We will be available throughout your stay should you wish
to reserve your place for a personal session.



Thank you!
We look forward to welcoming you!

It is our pleasure to share this wonderful
experience with you!  We hope you enjoy

your stay.


